
In 2020, PBN will take even greater strides toward 
being hands-on with our mission. One of our 
most exciting projects is our acquisition of 72 
Sycamore Street in Buffalo, which took place just 
before the new year. One of the oldest buildings 
left in downtown, this building was rescued from 
the wrecking ball in 2017 through a joint effort 
between PBN and local preservation-based 
developer Rocco Termini after its previous owner 
attempted to demolish the local landmark. 

Behind the rather staid exterior of this vernacular 
brick building lies a riot of local history, tied 
directly to the growth and development of 
Buffalo. To understand the building itself, it is 
necessary to have a sense of what the Buffalo of 
the mid-nineteenth century was like. This was a 
period of rapid growth and high transience. Well 
before the skyline of our city was shaped with 
beloved landmarks like the Old Post Office, the 
Guaranty Building, or Old County Hall, Buffalo 
pre-1850 was reeling from the rapid growth 
created by the Erie Canal. 

When the Erie Canal was completed in 1825, 
Buffalo grew from a sleepy frontier town of about 
2,400 people to a city more than 10 times that 

size in just 20 years. Between 1845 and 1850, 
the period when 72 Sycamore Street was built, 
the City added another 12,000 people, bringing 
its total population to over 42,000. Much of this 
activity was centered around Buffalo’s harbor 
and the opportunities presented by trade. Within 
15 years of the canal’s opening, Buffalo was the 
busiest port in America, moving more tonnage 
than Boston, Baltimore, and New Orleans 
combined. By 1850, nearly 50% of the country’s 
grain passed through the port of Buffalo, and 
the addition of steamboat service and rail 
connections made it one of the largest and most 
comprehensive ports in the world.
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Dear Preservation Friends, 

Happy New Year – we hope that the dawn of 2020 finds you 
happy and healthy! PBN closed out an exciting 2019, marked 
by rapid growth and expansion in all of our programming 
areas. In 2020, we resolve to use this momentum to solidify 
and deepen our work to identify, protect and promote the 
unique history and architectural legacy of Western New York, 
and to better connect people to the places they love.

We are also looking forward to finding additional ways to 
connect with you, our members, and to better connect our 
members to all of the ways to be involved in and support 
preservation in Western New York. Make sure you read the 
Preservation in Progress section in this quarter’s newsletter to 
see what’s happening in your neck of the woods. There’s also 
an overview of our exciting initiative to develop 72 Sycamore 
Street in downtown Buffalo, and some great information on 
demolition and its impacts on Buffalo neighborhoods, as well 
as information on upcoming PBN events.

Western New York is filled with special places, each with their 
own history and architectural legacy. We are proud to work to 
expand our community’s understanding and appreciation of 
these gifts, and are looking forward to a productive 2020.

Sincerely,

Jessie Fisher 
Executive Director
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In 2019 we launched our Traditional Building 
Trades program – our first class, Window Repair 
and Rehabilitation, was held this past spring. 
Using the SHPO curriculum we received from the 
Historic Albany Foundation and Hudson Valley 
Community College, this 16-class series covered 
topics ranging from weatherization to frame 
repair to business management. Aided by our 
own Christiana Limniatis, instructor Steve Swiat 
of Northwood Restorations imparted decades 
of experience to the students over the course of 
the series, using course textbook The Window 
Sash Bible by Steve Jordan and several additional 
readings. 

All students were required to receive EPA Lead 
Renovation Repair and Painting training to 
receive their course completion certification. 
Our students varied widely in background and 
education level, from non-profit employees 
with master’s degrees to carpenters with high 
school diplomas, from professional general 
contractors and building engineers to those 
with no construction experience. Three students 
received tuition scholarships. The students were 
attracted to this program for post-retirement job 
opportunities, to learn how to maintain their own 
homes and to further their marketable education, 
knowledge and skillset.

All emerged very satisfied from the course, and 
have found work to various degrees in the field 
locally as window restorers. Steve Swiat hired two 
of the students for his own firm and three of the 
students are working to develop their own firm. 

Students worked on-site to restore windows 
at the Adam Mickiewicz Library at 612 Fillmore 
Avenue in Buffalo as part of their classwork, 
helping to restore this cornerstone community 
institution in the Broadway - Fillmore Certified 
Local Historic District. 

Preservation Buffalo Niagara is pleased with 
the success of this program, which not only 
directly benefits our students but also increases 
the skilled labor pool. This will in turn support 
our organization mission goal of protecting our 
unique regional architectural assets by easing 

homeowner access to these skilled laborers who 
are in high demand. 

PBN can help you to connect with these students 
if you would like help restoring your own windows 
– reach out to us at info@pbnsaves.org.

In spring of 2020, we plan to build on the success 
of this program by repeating the Windows course 
to further increase this labor pool; we also plan 
in fall of 2020 to expand our program by adding 
a course on Historic Masonry Restoration. Stay 
tuned!

Traditional Building Trades Program

“I find working with my hands creating/
making/fixing things to be very fulfilling. 
Restoring and preserving homes has 
always fascinated me and I see this 
course as an opportunity. An opportunity 
not only to learn more about something 
that I enjoy and respect, but one that 
might allow me to get my foot in the 
door to start a new career.”

 – STUDENT DONNA MARTINY

“I really enjoyed the course and it 
exceeded my expectations (hands on 
history and restoration class) as I have 
been in various types of classes and they 
weren’t as engaging. Great course!”

– ANONYMOUS STUDENT
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FORESTVILLE
The hamlet of Forestville in the Town of Hanover 
(Chautauqua County) recently completed a 
Historic Resources Survey of their community. 
Funded by a grant from the Northern Chautauqua 
Community Foundation, the Town of Hanover 
and local advocacy group Imagine Forestville 
worked with project consultant Clinton Brown 
Company Architecture pc to evaluate well 
over 200 properties. In identifying Forestville’s 
significant resources, the Survey also provides 
recommendations as to potential local or 
National Register level designations.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS HISTORIC DISTRICT
The University Heights-Summit Park-Berkshire 
Terrace Historic District is on its way to becoming 
Buffalo’s newest National Register Historic District. 
First stop is the New York State Board for Historic 
Preservation. The next meeting is in March where 
the property will be considered for listing in the 
State Register of Historic Places. It will then be 
sent on to the National Park Service for National 
Register listing. The district was the product of a 
survey completed by consultant kta preservation 
specialist for the University District Community 
Development Association, Inc. and was supported 
by a 2017 Preserve New York grant.

DEMOLITION MORATORIUM
The Buffalo Common Council has approved 
and implemented a demolition moratorium in 
the Michigan Street African American Heritage 
Corridor. We applaud the Common Council 
and Council President Pridgen for taking this 
important step to stop further wanton and 
unnecessary removal of buildings. With the 
Michigan-Sycamore Historic District established, 
PBN will continue to work with the community 
and invested partners to expand the district to 
ensure more of this historic corridor is protected.

435 ELLICOTT STREET
In late August, the chimney at 435 Ellicott Street 
caved in. Tenants were forced to move out and 
Two Wheels Bakery closed its doors. The Civil 
War-era Italianate building received no repairs and 
suffered further roof damage early in December 
leading to an emergency demolition. PBN 
Executive Director Jessie Fisher was quoted in 
The Buffalo News saying, “It shows a system-level 
failure we continue to have in holding absentee, 
out-of-town property owners accountable.”  The 
City of Buffalo is taking this issue seriously and 
Mayor Brown has directed the Department of 
Permit and Inspections Services to assemble a 
plan within 30 days that would prevent further 
demolition but neglect issues.

Preservation in Progress

1881 Map of Forestville, Town of Hanover, Chautauqua 
County Atlas 
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It was in this busy time that Eliza Quirk, a well-
known local courtesan, purchased the property 
at 72 Sycamore Street from the estate of Peter B. 
Porter for $5,000, and erected a boarding house 
and brothel on the site. While the townhouse on 
the west side of the property provided lodging to 
male boarders, the eastern townhouse was home 
to Eliza Quirk and a collection of young women 
(the interior connection to make this into one 
building would come later). Arrest records and 
newspaper accounts leave little doubt that Ms. 
Quirk’s home doubled as a house of ill-repute – 
albeit a rather upscale one, located away from 
the seamier Buffalo Harbor. 

According to her obituary, she “abandoned her 
evil ways” around 1858 and joined St. Mary’s 
Church, although she continued to live at 72 
Sycamore until her death in 1868. The obituary 
in the Courier Express goes on to say: “She was 
known for many generous traits of character and 
eccentricities, as well as for the bold bad life she 
led for many years.” 

We are looking forward to exploring more 
about the life and times of Eliza Quirk as we 
advance through this project, and to sharing 

all of that information with our members and 
supporters. This building represents an important 
piece of Buffalo’s history, a piece that is often 
overshadowed by the high style buildings and 
famous architects who would come to create so 
much of what we are now familiar with. 

Part of making sure that this building and its story 
endures is giving it a strong new use. To that 
end, PBN plans to partner with Heart of the City 
Neighborhoods (HOCN) to provide three units of 
affordable housing, office space for HOCN, and 
a preservation resource center/workshop space 
for PBN. As we go through the project, we will be 
providing opportunities for our members to see 
our progress and learn with us as we go. Our first 
tour will be held on February 26th. Go to www.
preservationbuffaloniagara.org for more details.

Future rendering of 72 Sycamore by Flynn|Battaglia

Eliza Quirk’s Obituary

Jessie Fisher and Rocco Termini announce plans for the 
redevelopment of 72 Sycamore.

The Eliza Quirk House
continued from front cover
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HISTORIC DISTRICTING HELPS PREVENT 
DEMOLITION...
•  The City’s Preservation Board reviews all 

demolition applications for buildings in historic 
districts and has the power to deny said 
applications.

•  Owner-occupied historic properties in a 
National Register or Certified Local District are 
eligible for New York State Historic Tax Credits 
totaling 20% of qualified rehabilitation expenses 
up to $50,000 per year.

...BUT ISN’T AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE.
•  Areas that “lack integrity” due to a high number 

of demolitions are not always eligible to become 
historic districts.

•   If demolition can be seen as part of a place’s 
story, it could cease to be a detriment to historic 
districting, which would protect from further 
loss of historic fabric and make the benefits of 
preservation available to a wider range of people.

Historic Districts vs. Demolition: 
Preservation Inequity on Buffalo’s East Side
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Historic Districts vs. Demolition: 
Preservation Inequity on Buffalo’s East Side

“ The amount of vacant lots 
(about 60% of the survey area 
today) are mainly the result 
of urban renewal practices, 
redlining and blockbusting 
that promoted white-flight, 
absentee landlords and the 
subsequent demolition.” 

—Intensive Level Survey  
of the Fruit Belt, 2018

Listed on the NRHP in 2013, the Hamlin Park Historic District 
covers one of the most intact neighborhoods on the East 
Side. About 30 properties in the district have made use of 
historic tax credits since it was listed.

The proposed Fruit Belt Historic District was found ineligible for 
the NRHP due to widespread demolition and non-historic infill, 
which were seen as compromising its integrity. The existing 
High Street Historic District only covers three buildings. Efforts 
are underway to re-contextualize these demolitions and  
potentially re-visit this question.

Due to the high number of demolitions in the area, the  
Broadway Fillmore Historic District covers only a small portion 
of the Broadway Fillmore neighborhood, providing access to 
historic tax credits to only a limited few.



Famed modernist Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 
posited that “architecture is the translation of its 
epoch into space.” And Modernism had done just 
that – it looked back on the previous generation’s 
architecture with ridicule and strived to elevate 
design by embracing the “form follows function” 
mantra. But by the 50s, designers were itching to 
move away from the simplicity of Modernism to 
something that embraced the style and energy 
of popular culture. Rising to take the reins were 
Brutalism and Postmodernism. While both gained 
momentum and followers, Postmodernism 
became the dominant style leading us into the 21st 
century. 

Where Modernism had Gropius, Le Corbusier, and 
Mies, Postmodernism was arguably led by married 
couple and business partners, Denise Scott Brown 
and Robert Venturi. With his 1966 book Complexity 
and Contradiction, Venturi argued against the 
steel and glass of the previous area, calling for a 
return to a more eclectic architecture. The basic 
principles of the style were then reinforced in their 
1972 joint work, also co-written by Steven Izenour, 
Learning from Las Vegas. 

Because there’s such variety in the articulation 
of Postmodernism, the style isn’t defined by 
individual features or materials, but rather the 

adherence to general concepts. The most 
widely defined concepts of Postmodernism are 
complexity and contradiction, fragmentation, 
and “camp.” While Mies championed “less is 
more,” Venturi countered that “less is a bore” 
and encouraged complex designs borrowing 
contradictory elements from styles of the past. 
Postmodern buildings often combine curved and 
asymmetrical forms, bright colors, contrasting 
patterns, and dramatic ornamentation. This type 
of complexity and contradiction can be seen in 
Phillip Johnson’s AT&T Building (1981-84) which 
is topped by an exaggerated Chippendale inspired 
broken pediment, and with James Stirling’s Neue 
Staatsgalerie (1977-84) which pairs overt classical 
references with high-tech glazing and garish color. 

Fragmentation takes the megastructures of the 
past and breaks it up into several smaller sections 
spread over a campus allowing for a variety of 
forms, massing and materials. The Stadtisches 
Museum, designed by Hans Hollein, and Peter 
Eisenman’s Wexner Center are excellent examples 
of fragmentation. 

“Camp” humor is particularly popular in 
Postmodernism. Defined by Susan Sontag in 1964, 
camp relies on the premise that something can be 
so bad that it’s good. These campy and theatrical 

Get to Know an Architectural Style:  
POSTMODERNISM

ALFIERO BUILDING
219 Bryant Street, Buffalo (1973)

BURT FLICKINGER ATHLETIC CENTER
21 Oak Street, Buffalo (1993)

Alfiero Building at the former Women & Children’s Hospital 
exhibits contradiction through the use of contrasting materials 
and dramatic ornamentation by combining a variety of 
window shapes. 

Burt Flickinger Athletic Center, HHL Architects, exhibits a 
bright pop of color with the exposed red steel framing and  
a contrasting asymmetrical form with a glass heavy structure 
on the north elevation and concrete on the west. 
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How long have you been a docent with PBN? 
I have been conducting tours with Preservation 
Buffalo Niagara for almost a year.

What tours do you lead?  
The Guaranty Building is the site where I lead our 
guests, both locals and visitors from as near as 
Toronto and as distant as Munich.

What’s your favorite part of giving a tour?  
My favorite part of giving a tour is the anticipation 
of who will be in attendance. It is exciting to 
wonder about who has registered: Will anyone be 
a practicing architect? An architectural student 
from UB? From another institution? Will there 
be anyone visiting from NYC? Or better yet, 
Chicago? Greeting the guests and exchanging 
pleasantries provides answers to my multiple 
questions. During the presentation, I look forward 
to the oohs, aahs, and gasps engendered by all 
aspects of Sullivan’s masterpiece.

Where else do you docent/do volunteer work?  
When not sharing the singular beauty of The 
Guaranty Building, I am serving as docent and 
museum store assistant at The Burchfield Penney 
Art Center or at Frank Lloyd Wright’s Martin 
House Complex on the beautification team and 
as tour chaperone.

What is your favorite fact about Buffalo/WNY?   
What impresses me most about Buffalo is its 
embarrassment of cultural riches. We have 
a long and impressive history of art – visual, 
performance, literary, and architecture – 
religious, residential, commercial, cultural, 
and the exceptional landscape architecture of 
Frederick Law Olmsted. Of particular note is the 
deep sense of civic responsibility and generosity 
held by our early citizens. That ethos engendered 
the actions, the planning, and acquisitions that 
define our environment.

What is your favorite building in Buffalo/WNY?  
My favorite Buffalo building is Kleinhans Music 
Hall by the famous Finnish father and son team 
Eliel and Eero Saarinen.

Why is historic preservation and learning about 
architecture important to you? 
As a devoted follower of Jane Jacobs, I can only 
parrot her anger and sadness at the “death” of our 
cities. It is my civic duty to both preserve our built 
environment and prevent further erosion of the 
urban landscape. Preservation Buffalo Niagara is 
the ideal organization to facilitate these goals.

Meet a Docent: Marsha McGill 

Postmodern buildings are created by either the 
exaggerated and comical use, use of classical 
elements or a literal interpretation of the buildings 
use. Charles Moore’s Piazza d’Italia in New Orleans 
uses elements from Ancient Rome and the Italian 
Renaissance but with extreme colors and modern 
materials. Frank Gehry’s Chiat/Day Building in Los 
Angeles is most often referred to as the Binoculars 
Buildings because, surprise, it incorporates a 
sculpture aptly titled Giant binoculars into its 
façade of the building. Rule of thumb: if it looks 
like an amusement park version of an office 
building, or something imagined by Andy Warhol 
or Rene Magritte, then it might be Postmodernism. 

Notable local examples of Postmodernism 
include: Alfiero Building at the former Women & 
Children’s Hospital, 219 Bryant Street (c. 1995); 
Lafayette Court, 465 Main Street (1987 redesign of 
the original 1903 structure); M&T Center, 545 Main 
Street (1983 addition to the Buffalo Savings Bank); 
Burt Flickinger Athletic Center, 21 Oak Street 
(1993); and Seneca Niagara Resort & Casino, 310 
Fourth Street, Niagara Falls (2002). 

Do you have a great example of Postmodernism in 
your community? Share it to social media with the 
hashtag #PBNpostmodernism.

PBN Awards Shenanigans
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Introducing Bridge Rauch:  
Field Services Coordinator
Added to the PBN team in the fall, Bridge has a Master 
of Regional Planning from the University at Albany. They 
previously served as an AmeriCorps VISTA at Habitat 
for Humanity Buffalo, West Side NHS and The Service 
Collaborative, and has worked in a wide variety of capacities 
in the area non-profit scene for the past ten years, most 
recently at Evergreen Health Services and the Unitarian 
Universalist Church of Buffalo. They are a founding member 
of the Buffalo-Niagara LGBTQ History Project. In their free 
time, they enjoy sitting with a cup of coffee and their two cats 
Sean and Kurt, re-watching Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (yet 
again) and playing World of Warcraft. 
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